Smart Light Source LED Headlight & Ditch Lights

Product Description

PowerRail an M-1003 Certified Facility is pleased to offer our NEW LED 75 Volt Headlight/Ditch Light. This unique design offers True Reliability, Performance with Patent Pending Design.

Field Tests with Class I’s, Passenger Transit and other applications have proved this Competitively Priced DIRECT DROP-IN solution which the Rail Industry has been seeking.

⇒ Patent Pending Technology
⇒ Provides significant fuel savings 50W vs 350W
⇒ Minimum 200,000 Candels
⇒ 75v Operational (will operate as Low as 28v DC)
⇒ Built in Driver NO Rewiring or Modifications required
⇒ Meets or exceeds all FRA Safety requirements
⇒ Plug and Play Design – Just remove Conventional bulb and Install LED bulb
⇒ Same screw terminal as conventional bulbs
⇒ Operates on DIM-MEDIUM-HIGH Settings
⇒ Suitable for Ditch Lamp Flashing – No Flicker
⇒ Grade A CREE LED Chip design
⇒ Idiosyncratic Lens/Reflector design to Melt Snow and Ice
⇒ Temperature Life Tested with NO Failure
⇒ IP 67 Waterproof Rating
⇒ Resistant to excessive shock and vibration
⇒ Dissipates Heat at faster rate through heat valves
⇒ Low Junction Temperature
⇒ FRA and AAR M-1003 Certified

Replaces OEM

350PAR75V
6961711/7901810/40150802

Buy smart. Buy confidence.